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Before I show you these simple but powerful tips to make your LinkedIn profile stand out, I have to 
add one caveat. 

If you have not yet taken the time to properly optimize your LinkedIn profile then these tips really 
won’t pull as well as they could.   

My recommendation is to take the time to optimize your profile, either leveraging Google to show 
you how or read my article “http//www.linkedin.com/ soon to be written” and only then use these 
tips to give you an edge. 

Here goes: 

 

1. Use a single colored background in your profile picture 
This one I got from Joe Soto, who I think got it from Harvey Mackay.  I’ve tried it and it 
DEFINITELY works. 
 
Most people have paid no attention to the impression their profile picture background makes. 
Others have a professional picture taken by a photographer with a slightly gray or white 
background. 
 
Don’t get me wrong, professional pictures look great! But they don’t help YOU stand out in a 
list.  LinkedIn uses lists a lot, have you noticed? 
 
My choice is blue because of the sense of trust it infers.  A friend who is a pro photographer 
assed it by hand so it looks a little textured.  Not necessary but a cool touch.   
 
Try it, it works. 
 
 

2. Add a personal preference in your Headline 

Most LinkedIn Headlines are sterile right? 

CEO of Widget Inc, Sales VP for ABC Pipe turning etc.  Others are more direct and speak to the 
single best benefit that person can provide which is great but still a little dry.  

A tip I picked up along the way that I will attribute as soon as I can remember who I got it from 
(help?), is to add a short, personal preference in your Headline. 

When people connect with you, it gives them a simple personal dimension into who you are, and 
instantly makes you more relatable. 



I would recommend staying away from any polarizing preferences (politics etc), unless that is 
absolutely your intention.   

For example, I use “Coffee Snob”.  I don’t just like coffee but I love it enough to think of Starbucks 
as pretty basic.  It’s a great conversation starter. 

Does it work?   

Yes!  I have people mention it in LinkedIn messages often, then use it as an excuse to tell me all 
about their opinion, opening up a personal connection instantly.   

Others I meet mention sometimes mention it in person.  Great ice breaker to ease your contact 
when you first meet.   Some bring it up when I suggest places to meet.  Overall, it’s a great 
conversation starter and highly recommended. 

 

3. Attract People to Your Summary section with a powerful opening paragraph 

LinkedIn automatically previews the first 230 characters on Desktop, or 109 characters on 
iPhone, of your LinkedIn Profile Summary whenever someone opens your profile preview.   

This gives you a great opportunity to entice your profile readers into digging into your summary, 
which is EXACTLY what you want.   

Create a compelling first sentence or paragraph for your summary to draw your audience into 
reading your full summary. 

This is a critical component of your LinkedIn Profile Optimization.  After picture and headline I 
rate your Summary as the most important section in LinkedIn. 

Take the time to create a powerful LinkedIn Summary leveraging the overall 2,000-character 
limit with compelling copy about you and your product or service.   

I also recommend reading my article on LinkedIn Profile Optimization at 
“http//www.linkedin.com/ soon to be written” 

 

4. Call To Action in your Summary section 

Think of your LinkedIn profile as a giant commercial all about YOU.  If you agree then you would 
surely want to give people the easiest opportunity to connect with you or your offer, right? 

Why not add a clear Call To Action (CTA) at the end of your LinkedIn Summary section to direct 
prospects to you or your offer? 

Don’t be shy.  So many people believe in the privacy myth of not sharing phones number or emails 
in your Summary section, only to share them in their information section! 

This makes it a great opportunity for you to stand out.  Add your direct number or add your email.  
Be different. 

 

5. Add Media to Your Important Job Positions 

In the Experience section, most people don’t fill out much information for their latest position.  

If your goal is to attract people to your profile, then use every opportunity to educate, inform and 
pre-sell them on you.  Complete your most relevant experience position as a minimum. 



That wasn’t really the tip but still important 😊.  Here it is.   

In your latest job description/s be sure to add at least your website in the media section. 

Look for the section entitled “Media, Add or link to external documents, photos, sites, videos, and 
presentations,”.  Go ahead and add your website and add the description. 

This lets you link your website AND add another dimension with a custom description.   

Look at it as an opportunity to tailor your message, better target your readers or provide a pre-
frame to someone checking out your site. 

Yes, you could list your site in the Information section but it does not let you ADD a description 
section that you can complete with any copy imaginable. 

Regardless of how you leverage this, most people aren’t using ANY media at all, so even a website 
listing sets you apart.   

Best bet is to link additional media, articles and video relevant to your company to further boost 
your profile. 

 

6. Re-arrange your Featured Skills & Endorsements 

We all love people endorsing us on LinkedIn.  Curating endorsements helps your profile rank 
better too. 

The challenge for most of us is that we forget to shuffle our endorsements.   

Say what? 

Have you noticed that most people, the ones that endorse, tend to only endorse your Top 3 skills?   

Its rare to find someone endorsing more than 3 skills at a time unless they are a L.I.O.N (LinkedIn 
Open Networker) or its your proud Mom. 

By re-arranging your skills every so often (I do it monthly) you will get the love spread across all 
your skills.  This adds a well-roundedness to your profile and helps you rank better. 

Open your profile, go to Featured Skills & Endorsements, hit Edit then use the RE-ORDER feature 
to move neglected skills or skills with low endorsements into the Top 3. 

Do this every few weeks, month or quarter and watch all your endorsements grow, benefitting 
you and your profile completeness. 

 

7. LinkedIn SEO 

Yes, LinkedIn SEO is a thing. 

Think about it.  LinkedIn is one of the largest search engines in the world and the leading B2B 
search engine by far. 

Isn’t it logical to use this information to next level your profile with an intentional SEO approach. 

In its simplest form use a single keyword you want to found for, like “Professional Barista”. 

Echo this in your Headline, Summary, Job Titles, Job descriptions, Skills section, Media Titles, 
Volunteer section, Groups/Interests - everywhere. 

Simple but powerful. 



 

I recommend you take the time to read your favorite celebrity LinkedIn profiles to see what they 
do.  I’ve seen some advanced tactics from different personalities, Joe Soto’s profile is one.   

Meanwhile, I hope you found these “7 little known tips to make your LinkedIn profile stand out” 
useful.   

Try them out, there are many more that can help.  Please let me know how you leverage these or 
add some others that you find useful in the comments. 

Thanks for reading 


